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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Rose Garden from Galway. Currently, there are 15 courses
and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Rose Garden:
The same taste as other Chinese take restaurant. Koong poo Chicken is sweet, but suspect to be spicy when it

really Chinese taste. Crab meat sweet corn soup and cantonese duck are beautiful. A cold place. read more.
What Эмилия Веселова doesn't like about Rose Garden:

Only positive : The delivery was expected earlier. Negative: The driver has not read instructions about the
delivery request. The food was cold, although the restaurant is less than 5 minutes away. Sauce had consistency
of water. Sauce didn't taste a bit like Beijing Sauce more like chilli water. Onion rings were bought in frozen type.

Any other Chinese take away ive ordered by served homemade. Disappointed. read more. At Rose Garden in
Galway, crispy pizza is baked fresh using a time-honored method, Indulge in the impressive view of the delicious
arrangements of the meals and also enjoy a beautiful view of some of the regional attractions. Most courses are
prepared in the shortest time for you and served, and you can look forward to the scrumptious classic seafood

cuisine.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Mai� course�
CRAB

Soup
SWEET CORN SOUP

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

SOUP

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

MEAT

CHICKEN

DUCK

CORN

TOFU
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